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and so on.. A: You can explode the array by using the spl_object_hash() function. ie, foreach($array
as $data){ echo "". spl_object_hash($data). ""; } This will print something like

8c2c2dbac1751e43cc5f1f2325d0950f 8d0f66a6c5e74082685f43be65abd698 Then you can add this
value to a key to store it in a database. You can use some pre-exploded list from the database in
case you want. Pick up details from the Apple Store... As we covered in June, several "authentic"

copies of the iPad 2 were being sold on eBay -- a trend Apple said it couldn't control. So today, it took
a stand by publicly going after eBay for listing counterfeit iPads, and hosting its own in-store events

to educate customers. At a media event Tuesday morning, Apple VP Eddy Cue discussed the
company's efforts to stop fraudsters from ripping off its products, and explained how it's worked with

retailers like Best Buy, Target, Walmart and Staples to get the word out. The big news is that in
addition to those retail meetings, Apple is also working with eBay to make sure that some of the
worst-selling counterfeit products are banned from sale, and we hear that some of the biggest

listings in the market have been taken down already. Cue also stressed that the company
encourages "guardians" -- or upstanding individuals -- to come forward if they suspect they are
seeing someone else using their credit card, and file a complaint with iTunes or Apple's in-store
customer care centers. So, how can the average consumer protect themselves? Read on for our
recommendations on stopping in-store and online fraud, or verifying an iPad they already own.Q:
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